
Siblings Amira and Hamza have to stop the moon from falling                                                      
 apart and releasing otherworldly creatures onto earth.

The Emporium is the location of many famous and powerful magical items,                           
but what will happen if all that magic falls into the wrong hands?

Two friends find adventure, solve mysteries, and get into trouble aboard their space
station, the Wilnick SS.

Two sisters, descended from the famous Brothers Grimm, find out fairy tales are
real and that the fantastical characters live all around them.

Convicted of using outlawed magic, Brystal Evergeen must escape a miserable
correctional facility and join a secret academy where she can learn to harness her
powers.

Everyone in the village thinks Hiccup is week, even his father. He'll prove them
wrong by becoming a hero the hard way. Not by slaying a dragon, but by training
one.

Three magical children and a holy dog meet and become outlaws running from royal
knights.

A squad of tail-wagging dogs band together to fight crime and save                          
 animals in peril.

The Grace siblings have moved into an old and creepy Estate. Now                                        
 they must live in a new house, go to a new school, and... survive                              
 adventures in a fairy filled forest right in their back yard.

Amira and Hamza by Ahmed, Samira

Enchanted Emporium by Baccalario, P.D.

Sanity and Tallulah by Brooks, Molly

Sisters Grimm by Buckley, Michael

A Tale of Magic by Colfer, Chris

How to Train your Dragon by Cowell Cressida

The Inquisitor's Tale by Gidwitz, Adam

Dog Squad by Grabenstein, Chris

The Spiderwick Chronicles by DiTerlizzi, Tony

Fantasy Books
In JFiction



Fantasy Books
In JFiction

Mike is starting the fourth grade, but he has trouble sitting still                                    
 and keeps getting in trouble. Maybe it will all change after Mike                            
 discovers a magic shop owned by a real magician!

Jaxon has to go spend time with his grandma, but what seems like a total bummer
becomes a great adventure when he finds out grandma is actually a witch! Oh,
and she needs Jaxon's help looking after baby dragons!

Sal and Gabi manipulate time and space, conjure items out of thin air, and talk to
the dead, but can they handle the consequences of their magic?

The terrible Titans have dominated the earth and put the world into chaos. But
their rule is about to be put to the test as a group of young Olympians discover
their powers and prepare to righteously rule the universe

Mice, moles, squirrels, and hares must become warriors to defend their peaceful
abbey against marauding bands of vermin. 

Cousins Jesse and Daisy have a dragon egg and its hatching! Can they figure out
how to raise a baby dragon all on their own?

Can Dash Kandoo find missing magical items, fight crazy creatures, and go on
wacky adventures all while going to school? For Dash there is no such things as a
boring day.

The Murry siblings travel through space and time with the help of mystical
beings in order to protect the earth from evil forces.

Kate lives a boring life, that is until her super rich uncle sends                                        
 her a silver Locomotive for her birthday!

The Magic Shop by Egan, Kate

Dragons in a Bag by Elliott, Zetta

Sal & Gabi by Hernandez, Carlos

Heroes in Training by Holub, Joan

Redwall by Jacques, Brian

Dragon Keepers by Klimo, Kate

Total Mayhem by Lazar, Ralph

A Wrinkle in Time by L'Engle, Madeleine

Silver Arrow by Lev, Gossman



Fantasy Books
In JFiction

Twins Alex and Aaron are separated when they are sorted                                                  
 into two different groups, Wanted and Unwanted. Wanteds                                                    
go to university while Unwanteds are sent away forever.

Five children of magical criminals must follow a secret map into a new world full
of technology in order to find one long lost mother.

Nory, Elliot, Andres, and Bax go to a school for children whose magic never
seems to work right. Their wonky magic gets them into all sorts of strange
trouble.

What happens when you get a mysterious box in the mailbox with a bracelet and
a note telling you to make a wish? What would you wish for? What happens
when that wish goes sideways?

Children undergo a coming of age ritual to find out whether or not they have a
spirit animal. During the ritual four children find out they have been chosen for
a greater destiny. 

Thirteen-year-old Emily meets a Pegasus after it crash-lands on her roof. Now
she's thrust into the middle of a war between Roman gods and magical stone
warriors.

A magical boy and a transformed bat traverse out of the Forest of Wonders and
into a forbidden city.

A family of tiny people are living inside the walls of a human house!                       
 The Littles get what they need from the house and keep it in goodrepair,               
 but what happens when a family of slobs move in?

A girl finds an enchanted wardrobe with 100 magical dresses                                       
 that hold the power to transform her into somebody else.

The Unwanteds by McMann, Lisa

The Forgotten Five by McMann, Lisa

Upside-Down Magic by Mlynowski, Sarah

Best Wishes by Mlynowski, Sarah

Spirit Animals by Multiple Authors

Pegasus by O'Hearn, Kate

Wing and Claw by Park, Linda Sue

The Littles by Peterson, John

100 Dresses by Schmid, Susan Maupin



Fantasy Books
In JFiction

Siblings Laura and Sally have a witch living in their house.                                                    
 Can they take care of her and keep her out of trouble all                                                          
 without their parents finding out?

A magical book transports three friends to different times                                              
 and places taking them on great adventures.

The seven dragon tribes have been at war for generations, locked in an endless
battle over an ancient, lost treasure. Five dragonets are collected to fulfill a
prophecy, raised in a hidden cave and enlisted, against their will, to end the
terrible war.But not every dragonet wants a destiny.

A Matter-of-Fact Magic by Chew, Ruth

The Time Warp Trio by Scieszka, Jon

Wings of Fire by Sutherland, Tui



Fantasy Books
for Tweens

A 12-year-old stable boy helps his village and a herd of pegasi avoid                                    
 disaster.

An unusual girl named Serafina lives secretly in the basement of the grand Biltmore
Estate,  but when children start to disappear, Serafina and her friend Braeden
Vanderbilt must work together to solve a dark and dangerous mystery.

Two best friends enter the School for Good and Evil where one will train to be a hero
and the other a villain. Can they remain friends while walking down opposite paths?

Aru likes to stretch the truth, but when her classmates want her to prove one of her
tall tales Aru lights an actually cursed lamp, releasing an ancient demon whose           
 job is to awaken the God of Destruction.

Through a mysterious power, twins Alex and Conner leave their world                    
 behind and find themselves in a foreign land where they come                                              
 face-to-face with fairy tale characters they grew up reading about. 

A continuation of the Artemis Fowl series, Twins Myles and Beckett                                  
 Fowl follow in their big brother's footsteps: befriending fae creatures,                    
 dabbling in the criminal underground, and getting into trouble.

Artemis Fowl wants to restore his family's fortune and the best place                                       
 to find that much gold is in the fairy world. But the "Lower Level"                                               
 has their own police-force. It's a good thing he's a criminal mastermind prodigy.

Pinki might grow up to join the resistance and fight to take back the                                 
 rights of her people. First she has to go to school, and babysit...                                                 
 and actually learn to control her fire magic!

200 years ago people moved underground to survive disaster. Now humanity is in
danger again. Can the children of the new generation fix the city's dying generator?
Can they save everyone from starvation?

Riders of the Realm by Alvarez, Jennifer Lynn

Serafina by Beatty, Robert

School for Good and Evil by Chainani, Soman

Aru Shah by Chokshi, Roshani

Land of Stories by Colfer, Chris

Fowl Twins by Colfer, Eoin

Artemis Fowl by Colfer, Eoin

Kingdom Beyond by DasGupta, Sayantani

City of Ember by DuPrau, Jeanne



Fantasy Books
for Tweens

Castle Glower magically invents, moves, and even completely gets rid                                
 of some of its rooms. Good thing Princess Celie keeps track. Because                         
 when her parents and oldest brother go missing, Celie is left all alone.

When Carter runs away he finds friends, magic, and a new home, but when a gang
of evil carnies come to town Carter might loose it all.

Shad Hadid dreams of opening his own Arabic bakery when he grows up, but when
Shad is attacked by a shadowy monster, he learns his late baba was an alchemist
with the ability to mix charms, elixirs, and mists—and he’s one too!

Kidnapped and forced to shovel coal underground, Luke Smith-Sharma hopes he
can escape from the evil Tabitha Margate. Then one day he discovers he can see
things that others can’t. Ghostly things.

Tristan is suffering from the death of his best friend. After being sent to            
 Alabama to recover, Tristan finds himself side by side with American                         
 Folk Heroes fighting a slurry of monsters and creatures to save the world!

Paola is embaressed by her mother's superstitions, but when Mexican                                  
 folklore and mythology starts to come alive around her she might need                                       
start believing. Especially if she wants to save her friends.

Sophie Turner is a telepath who feels she doesn't belong. Then she                                       
 finds out she's from a whole other world and they need her help to save                                        
 it from destruction!

Milo lives full-time at the smuggler's inn The Greenglass House.                                            
 He plans on spending the winter relaxing. But this plan is ruined                                      
 when the inn begins to fill with loud, strange, and secretive guests.

In the hidden dragon sanctuary of Wyrmroost, Celebrant the Just, King of the
Dragons, plots his revenge. No one person is capable of stopping Celebrant. It will
take the ancient order of Dragonwatch to gather again if there is any chance of
saving the world.

Tuesdays at the Castle by George, Jessica Day

Magic Misfits by Harris, Neil Patrick

Shad Hadid by Jreije, George

Ghostcloud by Mann, Michael

Tristan Strong by Mbalia, Kwame

Paola Santiago by Mejia, Tehlor

The Keeper of Lost Cities by Messenger, Shannon

Greenglass House by Milford, Kate

Dragonwatch by Mull, Brandon



Fantasy Books
for Tweens

Dinosaurs roam the streets of New York as the Civil War rages                                between
raptor-mounted armies down South. Magdalys and her friends must flee to
Brooklyn and join the fight for freedom.

Percy is constantly getting kicked out of schools. He's trying to stay out of trouble
when monsters decide to attack him! Now his best friends is half goat and Greek
gods are real!?

Magnus Chase has been living alone in the streets of Boston. When his estranged
uncle Rudolph shows up Magnus is thrown into the world of Norse gods and
mythology. Should he help find an ancient weapon that could help save the world?

Harry Potter lives with his snobby Aunt, brutish Uncle, and spoiled Cousin. Most of
his life has been spent feeling lonely and unloved, but everything changes when he
finds out he's a wizard and that he can attend the magical school of Hogwarts.

Jenna was abandoned as baby and taken in by a large and lowly family. 10 years
later Jenna finds out she's a long lost princess. Boy 412 is a child soldier left for dead
when a powerful mage takes him in. Can the two children find their true destinies?

Three children become orphans in awful house fire. Now they must endure the
foster system, being moved from house to house, and surviving each new foster
parents, each more eccentric than the last.

Life is hard for Willa, Grace and Freya, and their three younger sisters. Six
motherless girls working a farm, living in fear of their cruel father and the
superstition that obsesses him - The Curse of Six Daughters. 

Adventure, danger, and a thrilling global mission await 12-year-old Cruz Coronado
at the Explorer Academy, where he and  kids from around the globe will train to
become the next generation of great explorers

A band of suburban middle schoolers play video games, gorge themselves on candy,
and battle zombies in the aftermath of the monster apocalypse.

Dactyl Hill Squad by Older, Daniel José

Percy Jackson by Riordan, Rick

Magnus Chase by Riordan, Rick

Harry Potter by Rowling, J.K.

Magyk by Sage, Angie

A Series of Unfortunate Events by Snicket, Lemony

Sisters of the Lost Marsh by Strange, Lucy

Explorer Academy by Trueit, Trudi

The Last Kids on Earth by Brallier, Max



Early Chapter
Fantasy Books 

Dinosaurs are extinct right? But one day Mike sees a real live T-Rex!

Humphrey is one happy hamster. He lives in Room 26 at Longfellow School. He
has a big comfy cage with a wheel perfect for spinning and a room full of friends.

In a wild accident, Stanley is squished flat by a falling billboard, but he's just fine
and now he can get into a lot more trouble. 

The Haunted Library is a not-too-scary chapter book mystery series that follows
the adventures of Claire and her ghost friend, Kaz.

A terrible darkness is spreading across Perodia. Thorn, a powerful vulture, is
using dark magic to destroy the magical land. A young owl named Tag may be the
only one who can save it!

Monsters are real and with his notebook in hand Alexander has to face them.

Rory Spellington is fluttering with excitement as she begins her first year at the
prestigious Bibbidi Bobbidi Academy! But it might not be as easy as she thought,
especially because Rory has always struggled with spelling.

One moment Magnolia is a princess and the next she's a hero, fighting monsters,
and saving the day.

The Ratso brothers want to prove they are tough, but they keep accidently doing
good deeds instead.

Dino-Mike by Aureliani, Franco

Humphrey’s Tiny Tales by Birney, Betty G

Flat Stanley by Brown, Jeff

The Haunted Library by Butler, Dori Hillestad

The Last Firehawk by Charman, Katrina

Notebook of Doom by Cummings, Troy

Bibbidi Bobbidi Academy by George, Kallie

Princess in Black by Hale, Shannon

The Infamous Ratsos by LaReau, Kara



Early Chapter
Fantasy Books 

 

 

 

Kara and Zed are ready for a new adventure! When Prince Charming loses the
girl and the glass slipper, Kara knows this is her chance to find the shoe, foil an
evil plot, and save the day.

 

Drake is only 8 when he is chosen to be trained as a dragon master.                           
 Does Drake and the other chosen few have what it takes to uncover                           
 their dragons' special powers?

With the help of her new fairy friend Sprite, Violet                                                                     
 sets out to catch Pix, a lively fairy whose                                                                            
 playfulness starts to cause serious trouble.

Magical Rescue Vets by Lockhart, Melody

Diary of a Pug by May, Kyla

Magic Tree House by Osborn, Mary Pope

Once Upon a Fairy Tale by Staninszewski, Anna

Geronimo Stilton by Stilton, Geronimo

Dragon Masters by West, Tracey

Pixie Tricks by West, Tracey


